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Urban Dictionary: freak A freak is not a weirdo but is often confused with a hipster. Freaks are generally preoccupied with youth culture, self-actualization,
discovery, and self-image; an interest in strange or bizarre subjects or wanting to be the first to do something or consume something; exposing people as phonies ; or
in wanting to be interesting or original. Freak - Idioms by The Free Dictionary Behave or cause to behave irrationally and uncontrollably, with enthusiasm,
excitement, fear, or madness. For example, The band's wild playing made the audience freak out, or It was such a close accident, it really freaked me out, or She
freaked out and ended up in the psychiatric ward. [Slang; 1960s] Also see flip one's lid; wig out. freak Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary freak definition:
1. a thing, person, animal, or event that is extremely unusual or unlikely, and not like any other of its type: 2. someone who is extremely interested in a particular
subject or activity3. to become or cause someone to become extremely emotional:.

Freak | Definition of Freak by Merriam-Webster If not for setbacks caused by a pair of freak accidents and an oblique strain last season, Dozier might have logged
enough at-bats at Class AAA Omaha to contend for a 25-man roster spot this spring. Freak - definition of freak by The Free Dictionary freak 1 (frÄ“k) n. 1. A thing
or occurrence that is markedly unusual or irregular: A freak of nature produced the midsummer snow. 2. An abnormally formed organism, especially one regarded as
a curiosity. 3. A sudden capricious turn of mind; a whim: "The freaks of the psyche can no more be explained than the Devil" (Maurice Collis). 4. Slang a. A drug.
Freak | Define Freak at Dictionary.com Sense of "capricious notion" (1560s) and "unusual thing, fancy" (1784) preceded that of "strange or abnormal individual"
(first in freak of nature, 1847; cf. Latin lusus naturÃ¦, used in English from 1660s). The sense in health freak, ecology freak, etc. is attested from 1908 (originally
Kodak freak, a camera buff). Freak show attested from 1887.

Freak In - Wikipedia Freak In is the 20th album by trumpeter Dave Douglas. It was released on the RCA Bluebird label in 2003 and features performances by
Douglas, Jamie Saft , Marc Ribot , Karsh Kale , Joey Baron , Romero Lubambo , Brad Jones , Ikue Mori , Seamus Blake , Chris Speed , Craig Taborn , Michael
Sarin, with Stephanie Stone contributing vocals on one track.
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